Quite Hot Imposing V4
Migration Guide from V1/V3
For technical help please email help@quite.com

Queues/settings
The first time V4 is run, it will read your settings from V3 (or V1). After that the new
settings are independent, and changes in V4 will not affect the old version. You can find
full details on the settings files used, and where they are stored in
http://www.quite.com/imposing/techsheet/4003_qi4_preference_user_guide_1.pdf .

Are my setups forwards compatible from V1/V3 to V4?
Yes, all existing sequences and XML files should work without change in V4.

Are my setups backwards compatible from V4 to V3?
Not necessarily. Where no new features are used, and no files are used, sequences and
XML files should be compatible. Otherwise an error is issued in V3. All cases where a
background sheet are used, and insert pages from file, are not compatible.

Can two versions run on the same system?
You can have two different versions of Quite Hot Imposing installed on the same system,
but you can only run one hot folder watcher at a time. As discussed above under
“Queues/settings”, V4 will copy the settings from an earlier version, but after that they
will be independent. Please see the discussion below if you are using Enfocus Switch.

Licensing
Quite Hot Imposing V4 needs a separate license from earlier versions. To help with your
evaluation please ask us for a temporary license. This temporary license may be used on a
separate system from an existing permanent license.

Enfocus Switch users
Quite Hot Imposing V4 is compatible with the existing configurator for Enfocus Switch.
Please use caution if installing two versions of Quite Hot Imposing.
Enfocus Switch will search for a copy of Quite Hot Imposing and you cannot directly
choose which copy to run. We have found the following method works for Windows
users:
1. Run the version 4 product, make sure it is licensed, then quit. Run it even if it is
known to be licensed.
2. Uninstall version 1/3 (or rename its install folder). Be sure you can reinstall
later if needed.
3. Quit and restart Switch.
4. If you want to go back to version 1/3, the procedure is the same: reinstall it, run
the product once, and restart Switch.
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